Seeing
is believing
ARE YOU READY FOR INTELLIGENT VIDEO AND AI SERVICES
THAT TAKE YOU ONE STEP CLOSER TO FLAWLESS LOGISTICS?
Join us on our journey. Starting here.

We’re dedicated to revolutionizing
the world of logistics,
one innovation at a time
Our purpose is to change the world of logistics through
cutting-edge technology. Did you know:
• Monthly, goods worth billions of euros are lost in storage,
transport and delivery
• Globally, the economic and environmental
cost is staggering

SiB Solutions uses video, smart analysis, AI, IIoT, edge computing,
and other emerging technologies to create ”logistical superpowers”
that eliminate errors, and stop loss.

OUR PROMISE

We help the world move one step closer
to flawless logistics every day
SiB Solutions offers straightforward, intelligent video and AI services:
• Place the power of seeing directly into the hands of users

“With intelligent
video analysis, we know
exactly what has happened and can
take the right action with the customer,
and we know what we need to do in the
warehouse to prevent it from happening again.
Our hope is to get an even more satisfied
client – we will continue our successful
work towards zero mistakes.”

• Provide deep insights that help eliminate loss at
every step of the supply chain
• Cut costs, improve margins, boost quality and
strengthen your reputation
• Are flexible and subscription-based
High achievers like PostNord TPL, Scania,
Nowaste Logistics, Hillebrand, Bileko Car Parts,
GDL, Atea, and Dahl, part of SGDS-gruppen subscribe.

Daniel Burström
Logistics Unit Manager at Postnord TPL

“We realized
quite quickly that this tool
helps both our customers and us
to continuously improve. Immediately
after the training, the quality assurance
department found its first answers.
Questions that have been difficult and
time-consuming to investigate before now
take just a few seconds to resolve.”
Mattias Grönvall

A monthly subscription is all it takes to transform flawless
logistics from wishful thinking into everyday reality.

Head of Operations at Nowaste Logistics

Flawless logistics creates
value for everyone

From Sweden to the world
SiB Solutions was born in Sweden, in 2017. Today, we are a diverse team
of 40, who come from different nationalities, intriguing backgrounds,
and every area of logistical and technical expertise.
We are members of a strong partnership network that includes some of
the world’s most innovative, influential, imaginative companies.
Being both humble and bold, we would like to share some
milestones with you:

Partner of AI Sweden.

Trusted by
committed investors.

Collaboration with
tech giants like Axis and IBM.

Global reach through
distribution, installation, and
referral partner network.

Awarded Catalyst by Business
Sweden. Awarded Southern
Sweden Tech Star by SCC for
the UK and Invest in Skåne.

Yes, we’re scientists.
Yes, we’re entrepreneurs.
But more than anything,
we’re explorers.

Logistics

Technology = Logtech

Let’s create the future of flawless logistics together

www.sibsolutions.com

